
The Earth



The nation that destroys 
its soil destroys itself

Franklin D. Roosevelt



Warm -up
making water, air, atmosphere dirty and 
dangerous for people and animals to live in

(pollution)a place where rubbish is left (a dump)

not hurt, not dangerous (safe

material which was used and is no longer 
wanted 

(waste)
something that kills people or animals 
if it is swallowed 

(poison)



We live on the planet Earth. 

Nowadays it is in great danger 

because it has been suffering from 

many environmental problems. 

The most serious of them are 

depicted here. Will you name 

them?



Active words
destruction [distrᴧkʃn ] – құрту, жойылу

greenhouse effect [‘gri:nhaus I’fekt ] – жылыжай əсері

ozone holes [ ouzoun houl ] – азон тесіктері

ozone  layer [ ouzoun leiə ] – азон қабаттары

nuclear weapon test [nju:kliə ‘wepən ] – ядорлы қару сынағы

habitat [‘həbitat ] – қоршаған орта

survive [ sə’vaiv ] – сақтап қалу

waste [ weist ] – қоқыс, қалдық

suffer [ ‘sᴧfə ] – қиналу, шыдау



1 2 3



We pollute water.



The oil kills birds



We don’t cut trees 
but some people cut trees



It may sound funny to you, but man needs protection and 

care as much as animals do. People's habitats - their homes 

towns and cities - must be kept ecologically clean. In the places 

where people drink poisoned water, eat bad food and breath 

polluted air they suffer from serious diseases and die earlier; 

their children are born weak. No medicines prescribed by the 

doctors can help them. This problem becomes more and more 

serious with every passing day. The modern way of life when 

people have little physical activity, use cars instead of walking, 

watch TV for many hours and work on computers is turning 

them into legless creatures.

Think of 5 things Modern Man must do to 
survive. Then we'll compare your lists. 



The 1st group do exercise 9 on page 175

The 2nd group do the exercise 10 on page 175

The 3rd group do the exercise 11 on page 176



 
It’s possible 

to use
I can use it

I want to improve 
my skills

Phonetic 
tasks

   

Group work    

Making a 
poster

   

Doing 
exercises

   

3.Reflection 



I saved the world 
today



Comment on the following statement.
Some people think that cars should be banned from the centres of 
big cities. What is your opinion? Do you agree with this statement?
Write an essay.(100 words) 
 Use the following the plan.
1. Make an introduction (state the problem)
2. Express your personal opinion and give 2-3 reasons for it
3. Express an opposing opinion and give 1-2 reasons for it
4. Explain why you don’t agree with it
5. Make a conclusion restating your opinion

Home task


